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This article presents a detailed study of the various conical intersections (ci) related to the four
lower states of the title system. The approach is based on freezing the positions of the two hydrogens
~the distance between them is assumed to be 2.18 a.u. throughout the present study! and allowing
the sodium atom to move, undisturbed, to reveal the locations of theci ’s as well as the spatial
distribution of their nonadiabatic coupling terms~NACTs!. We found altogether sevenci ’s—one
between the ground state and the first excited state, thus a~1,2! ci, two between the first excited
state and the second excited state thus~2,3! ci ’s, and the last four are between the second excited
state and the third excited state, thus~3,4! ci ’s. It was established that the~1,2! ci is aC2v ci located
on the symmetry line orthogonal to the HH axis, the~2,3! ci ’s areC2v ci ’s located on the HH axis
~at symmetric positions! and, out of the four~3,4! ci ’s, two are C2v ci ’s located on the
above-mentioned symmetry line, and the other two areCs ci ’s located on both sides of this
symmetry line. It was revealed that all sevenci ’s are of the elliptic type@Chem. Phys. Lett.354,
243~2002!#, namely their NACTs are concentrated along straight lines—five of them are
concentrated along lines parallel to the HH axis and two along the symmetry line vertical to the HH
axis. Particular attention is given to two-state, three-state, and four-statequantization. From a
practical point of view this study revealed the fact that in general, the two lower states of the Na
1H2 system form an isolated group of states, which implies that the two-state system can be
diabatized. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1601592#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Na1H2 system is one of the first triatomic nonho
monuclear~and nonionic! systems that attracted attentio
due to its conical intersection (ci). The position of theci
formed by the two lowest 12A8 and the 22A8 states was
revealed by Botschwinaet al.:1 for the interatomic~H–H!
distanceRHH52.17 a.u.; it was located on the symmetry lin
perpendicular to the HH axis at a distance of 3.57 a.u. fr
this axis. A few years later, Yarkony2 calculated, in the close
surrounding of thisci, the three corresponding componen
of the nonadiabatic coupling terms~NACTs! i.e.,t r , tu , and

a!Electronic mail: michaelb@fh.huji.ac.il
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tR @where (r ,u,R) are the corresponding internal coordinat
that define the triatom system! and verified the existence o
the ci and its position ~in fact, he found it for RHH

52.18 a.u. atr 53.64 a.u.).
Out of the various electronic nonadiabatic dynamic

studies related to the following electronic-to-vibrationa
rotational-translational energy transfer process

Na~2P!1H2→Na~2S!1H2,

we mention two quantum-mechanical studies: the first
McGuire and Bellum3a and the second by Truhlar an
co-workers.3b,c In both cases the singular NACTs were elim
nated properly, employing Baer’s electronic adiabatic-
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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6589J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 13, 1 October 2003 Na1H2 system
diabatic transformation,4,5 and as a result correct diabatic p
tentials were obtained which later, in a second stage, w
used to carry out dynamical calculations.3

A few years ago we started treating polyatomic syste
with the aim of studying the distribution of theirci ’s in con-
figuration space.6–9 The ci ’s and their NACTs are usually
ignored in dynamical treatments without much justificatio
The main difficulty caused by doing that is not only in pr
ducing inappropriate diabatic potentials~usually applying
merely two states!, but not being able even to determine ho
many stateshave tobe included in order to form meaningfu
diabatic potentials.~It is important to emphasize that not e
ery arbitrary group of states is capable of yielding sing
valued diabatic potentials.! As an example, we mention th
H1H2 system, for which it is believed, since the pioneeri
studies of Longuet-Higgins,10 that two states will suffice for
~reactive! scattering calculations~see, for instance, a claim
like that in Ref. 11!. Recently we showed, employingab
initio NACTs, that one is required to include at least thr
states to achieve proper diabatization, but it could be tha
certain situations, even three states may not be enough.9 On
the other hand, a detailed study of the NACTs of the C2H
molecule6c,12 revealed that the two lower states of this sy
tem form, to a good approximation, a single-valued 232
diabaticpotential matrix appropriate for any scattering tre
ment. As a comment we mention that, indeed, such diab
surfaces were recently calculated@while properly treating the
relevant~1,2! ci] by Billing et al. and employed to simulate
the absorption cross section for this system.13

In the present article we consider the Na1H2 system, a
system which, as mentioned earlier, was exposed to botab
initio and dynamical treatments. Similar to our two previo
studies, we present asurveyof the ci ’s between the four
lower states of the Na1H2 system. This we do by examinin
various line integrals (l i ),4,5 some of them surrounding onl
oneci at a time, others surrounding several~two, three, and
even five! ci ’s. It is also important to emphasize that most
the l i ’s are applied for two-stateci ’s4 and therefore are of the
kind that were employed by other groups,14–18 namely, a
straightforward integration over the two-state NACTs. Ho
ever, in those cases where thel i ’s indicate that the two state
under consideration are not isolated anymore in the assig
region, we carry out three-state~or even four-state! l i ’s with
the aim of probing the isolation~or the extent of the isola
tion! with regard to the three~or four! states in the given
region.4,12,19,20It is important to emphasize that the subject
an isolated group of statesis connected with the ability to
diabatize this group~as already mentioned earlier!.

Although the survey of the existingci ’s in the Na1H2

system is the major subject of this article, the other sub
which, in our opinion is no less important, is related to t
fact that theab initio nonadiabatic coupling matrix~NACM!
might be, in a given region, quantized.19,21 We have already
demonstrated before—for the H1H2 system and the C2H
molecule—that indeed three-state quantization exists for
molecular system.7,9 We intend to show that three-state qua
tization ~as well as four-state quantization! exists also in the
case of the Na1H2 system. We reiterate that the quantizati
of the NACM, in a given region, is a necessary condition
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being able to diabatize the adiabatic potential matrix and
this way to derive the correct solution for the nuclear Sch¨-
dinger equation.19–21

In the next section we present a brief outline of t
theory, in the third section numerical details related to
(Na,H2) system are given, in the fourth section results a
shown and analyzed, and in the last section the implica
of the results for dynamical~scattering! calculations is dis-
cussed.

II. A BRIEF THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we elaborate to some extent on the tw
state and the multistate quantization feature. Thet-matrix
element,t jk(s), the NACT between thejth and thekth states
is defined as

t jk~s!5^z j~s!u¹zk~s!&, ~1!

wheres stands for the coordinates of a point in configurati
space,zk and z j are any two electronic eigenfunctions, th
bra and ket notations stands for integration over electro
coordinates, and¹ is the grad operator. With this definition
for instance, the relevant 434 NACM, t(s), is of the form

t~s!5S 0 t12 t13 t14

2t12 0 t23 t24

2t13 2t23 0 t34

2t14 2t24 2t34 0

D . ~2!

The fact that thet(s)-matrix elements are defined in terms
the grad operator implies that they are vectors, and sot(s) is
a matrix with elements that are vectors. Next we introdu
a matrix A(suG) — the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformatio
matrix — defined as4,19,20

A~suG!5` expS 2E
s0

s

ds8•t~s8uG! D . ~3!

Here,G is a contour in configuration space, ds is an infini-
tesimal vectorial length alongG, the dot stands for a scala
product, and the symbol̀ is introduced to indicate that th
exponentiated integral has to be carried out in a given or
Next we introduce the matrix D~G! — the topological
matrix — defined as19–21

D~G!5` expS R
G
ds•t~suG! D . ~4!

Comparing Eqs.~3! and~4!, it is noticed that onceG forms a
closed contour, D~G! becomes equal to A(s0uG). The D ma-
trix contains viable information in case the system of sta
forms ci ’s and the contour surrounds at least one of the
Theci ’s have their origin in solid-state physics,22–25but their
importance was recently recognized in molecular phys
when it was established that the associated NACTs are
quently singular.

The D matrix is characterized by the following featur
We consider a set ofN states in a region which contains th
contourG. We assume that theseN states are isolated from
all other states in the Hilbert space, and we recall that this
of N states forms anN3N t matrix. It can be shown tha
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6590 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 13, 1 October 2003 Vibók et al.
with these assumptions thist matrix forms anN3N D~G!
matrix @see Eq.~4!# which is a diagonal matrix, with num
bers of norm 1.19,21 Such a set of states is termed aHilbert
subspace, and we define the relevantt matrix to be quan-
tized. In the case of real eigenfunctions the diagonal e
ments of D~G! are61.

Next we introduceK, which yields a number of (21)s
in the diagonal and is defined as thetopologicalnumber. The
importance ofK stems from the fact that it also yields th
number of eigenfunctions that flip sign while the electron
manifold is tracing the closed contourG. This makes the
numberK contour dependent, i.e.,K5K(G), with one limi-
tation, namely,K has to be an even number~or zero!.26 The
matrix D~G! is not only characterized byK but also by the
positions of the (21)s along the diagonal. It was shown th
the position of a~21! corresponds to a particular eigenfun
tion that flips its sign when the electronic manifold trac
G.12

In case the closed contour,G, is a circle of radiusq. Eqs.
~1!, ~3!, and~4! simplify as follows: Eq.~1! becomes

tw jk~wuq!5 K z j~wuq!U ]

]w
zk~wuq!L , ~5!

wherew is the corresponding angular coordinate~here,q and
w are defined for a specific plane formed by the triatom s
tem!. In Eq. ~5! we discarded the (1/q) for reasons of con-
venience. Equation~3! becomes

A~wuq!5` expS 2E
0

w

tw~w8uq!dw8D , ~6!

wheretw is the ~antisymmetric! matrix that contains the el
ements defined in Eq.~5!. As for D~G! in Eq. ~4!, it can be
seen that in case of a circular contour it becomes

D~G![D~q!5A~w52puq!. ~7!

In the case of two quasi-isolated states—thus a Hilb
subspace of two adjacent states i.e.,j and j 11—the quanti-
zation condition as discussed earlier for the D matrix p
sented in Eq.~4! simplifies to become

a j j 11~G!5 R
G
ds•t j j 11~suG!5njp, ~8!

wherea j j 11(G) is the topological~Berry! phase andnj is an
integer ~or zero!. In the case of a circular contour, Eq.~8!
simplifies as follows:

a j j 11~q!5E
0

2p

tw j j 11~wuq!dw, ~9!

whereq andw were defined earlier andtw j j 11(wuq) is given
in Eq. ~5!. In addition toa j j 11(q), we are also interested i
the ADT angle,g j j 11(wuq), defined as

g j j 11~wuq!5E
0

w

tw j j 11~w8uq!dw8. ~10!

It is well noticed that oncew becomes 2p the ADT angle
g j j 11(w52puq) becomes the topological phasea j j 11(q).
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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III. NUMERICAL DETAILS

The calculation of the nonadiabatic coupling term
~along chosen circles! was carried out at the state-avera
CASSCF level using 6-311G** basis set.27 We used the ac-
tive space including all three valence electrons distributed
16 orbitals. Five to seven different electronic states, incl
ing the four studied states, were computed by the st
average CASSCF method with equal weights. To perform
above-mentioned integrations the relevant NACTs were
tained employing theMOLPRO program. The details how to
operate it for our purpose were discussed in previous pu
cations~in particular, see Appendix of Ref. 6c! and are not
repeated here.

The numerical results in this article are all obtained fo
situation where the two hydrogens are fixed and the sod
serves as the probe to determine the position and the na
of the variousci ’s. The distance between the hydrogens
assumed to be 2.18 a.u. throughout this study. The nume
treatment concentrates on the four lower electronic sta
namely, the 12A8, 2 2A8, 3 2A8, and 42A8 states. For these
states we revealed the followingci ’s ~see, e.g., Fig. 1!: ~1! A
C2v ci for the two lowest states—to be labeled as a~1,2!
ci—located on the symmetry line perpendicular to the H
axis at a distance ofr 53.459 a.u. from the axis;~2! A C2v ci
between the first and the second excited states—to be lab
as a ~2,3! ci—located on the HH axis at a distance ofr
54.102 a.u. from the center of the HH axis;~3! Four ~3,4!
ci ’s between the second and third excited states: two of th
areC2v ci ’s located atr;1.145 a.u. and 1.580 a.u. from th
HH axis, and twinci ’s located on both sides of the abov
mentioned symmetry line at a distance ofr 51.533 a.u. from
the HH axis and at an angle of 12.2° off this line. In a
forthcoming figures a fullsquaredesignates the~1,2! ci, a
full diamonddesignates the~2,3! ci, and full triangles the
~3,4! ci ’s. Also, full circles designate the positions of the tw
hydrogens.

The results are presented in Figs. 1–6 and are arran
in columns—each column for a given circle characterized
q. Each column contains two subfigures~‘‘boxes’’ ! headed
by a schematic drawing emphasizing theci(s) and the cir-
cular contour under consideration. Next, we describe wha
shown in the various subfigures of a given column. First
Figs. 1–5: The upper subfigure contains the relev
w-dependent nonadiabatic coupling terms, namely, one of
following NACTs tw j j 11(w), j 51,2,3 @see Eq.~5!#; the
middle subfigure contains the correspondingg~w! angle,
namely,g j j 11(w) @see Eq.~10!#. Also, in the same subfigure
are reported the actual values of thea angle and cosa for the
relevant case, i.e.,a5a j j 11 @see Eq.~9!#. This angle is ex-
pected to bep ~or zero!, and consequently cosaj j11 is ex-
pected to be~21! ~or 11!.

Figure 6 differs from the previous figures as it prese
results for a multistate situation~namely, situations with
more than two states!. The upper subfigures contain sever
w-dependent nonadiabatic coupling terms, namelytw jk(w),
j .k; and the lower subfigures contain the diagonal eleme
A j j (w) @instead ofg j j 11(w)] as derived; once for a tristat
calculation~thus, threew-dependent curves are shown! and
once for a tetrastate calculation~when four w-dependent
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6591J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 13, 1 October 2003 Na1H2 system
FIG. 1. Results related to the~1,2!
C2v ci as calculated for RHH

52.18 a.u. Subfigures~a! and ~b! are
for a circle located at the~1,2! C2v ci
with radiusq50.1 a.u., subfigures~c!
and ~d! are for the radiusq51.0 a.u.,
and subfigures~e! and ~f! are for the
radius q51.5 a.u. In subfigures~a!,
~c!, and ~e! are presentedtw12(wuq);
@see Eq.~5!#; in subfigures~b!, ~d!,
and ~f! are presented the adiabatic-to
diabatic transformation angles
g12(wuq); @see Eq.~10!#; and the topo-
logical phasesa12(q) @see Eq.~9!#, as
well as the corresponding cosine va
ues. Dots designate the two fixed hy
drogens, square designate the~1,2! ci;
diamonds the~2,3! ci ’s, and triangles
the ~3,4! ci ’s. The circles surrounding
theci ’s are the circular contours along
which the calculations were done. Th
straight line perpendicular to the HH
axis connects the midpoint betwee
the two hydrogens and theC2v ci
points @either the ~1,2! or the ~3,4!
ci ’s#.
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curves are shown!. Also, in each of these subfigures we r
port the corresponding Dj j values—expected to be61 ~in-
stead of cosaj j11 in the two-state case!. It is important to
emphasize that in the case where thet matrix is quantized
the diagonal elements of the D matrix fulfill the relation@see
also Eq.~7!#

Djk56d jk ~11!

whered jk is the Kroneckerd function.

IV. THE STUDY OF THE VARIOUS CONICAL
INTERSECTIONS

A. The „1,2… conical intersection

The position of the~1,2! ci was determined in two dif-
ferent studies: in the first study, Botschwinaet al.1 obtained
for RHH52.17 a.u. atr 53.57 a.u. and Yarkony2 for RHH

52.18 a.u. atr;3.64 a.u. In both cases it is found to b
located on the symmetry line, perpendicular to the HH a
and therefore forms aC2v ci. We found it to be located on
the same symmetry line~for RHH52.18 a.u.) at r
53.459 a.u. It is important to mention that we looked f
~1,2! ci ’s at other locations~but for the sameRHH value! and
did not find any.

Moving the origin of coordinates to the position of th
ci, we calculated the~1,2! NACTs, tw12(wuq), the ADTs
angle g12(wuq), as well as the topological phasea12(q)
5g12(w52puq), for three different radii, i.e.,q50.1, 1.0,
1.5 a.u. The angular distribution oftw12(wuq), for all q val-
ues @see Figs. 1~a!, 1~c!, and 1~e!# shows thattw12(wuq) is
mainly concentrated along a line parallel to the HH axis, th
forming an elliptic Jahn–Tellerci28 ~as opposed to an ordi
nary, circular, Jahn-Tellerci28!. The ADT angles,g12(wuq),
as calculated for the above-mentionedq values, are presente
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
,

s

in Figs. 1~b!, 1~d!, and 1~f!. It is noticed that in all cases
these functions are uniformly increasing functions ofw ac-
companied by two slight wiggles atw;p/2 and 3p/2. The
values ofa12(q) and cosa12(q), listed in the same subfig
ures indicate that the two lower states of the (Na,H2) system
are approximately isolated from the rest of the Hilbert spa
~at least whenq,1.5 a.u.! and therefore form a Hilbert sub
space in the corresponding region. However, we also no
that the larger theq value, the larger is the deviation o
a12(q) from p, which implies that these two states becom
less isolated.

B. The „2,3… conical intersection

In Fig. 2 we present the single~2,3! ci for this system
~except for the symmetrical one located on the other sid!.
We found it to be aC2v ci located on the HH axis at a
distance ofr;4.105 a.u. from the center of the HH system
It is noticed that the~2,3! NACT, tw23(wuq), is mainly con-
centrated along the HH axis and therefore, just like the~1,2!
ci, forms an elliptic Jahn–Tellerci @see Figs. 3~a!, 3~c!,
3~e!#. The ADT angle,g23(wuq), in all cases, increases un
formly, as a function ofw. The values ofa23(q) and
cosa23(q) ~expected to be;p and21.0, respectively! indi-
cate that as long asq is not too large the two states und
consideration, i.e., the first and second excited states, for
Hilbert subspace. We also notice the effect the close-by
drogen has on the spatial distribution oftw23(wuq). On the
external~far! side it squeezes the NACT so that it becom
more and more squeezed along the HH axis, but then on
internal ~near! side it causes it to be more smeared out.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Results related to the~2,3! C2v ci ~the center of
the circle is located there! as calculated forRHH

52.18 a.u. Subfigures~a! and ~b! are for a circle lo-
cated at the~2,3! C2v ci with radiusq50.1 a.u.; sub-
figures ~c! and ~d! are for the radiusq50.5 a.u., and
subfigures~e! and~f! are for the radiusq51.0 a.u.~for
the rest see the caption of Fig. 1!.
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C. The „3,4… conical intersections

In Fig. 3 are presented results due to four~3,4! ci ’s: ~1!
Two of them areC2v ci ’s located on the symmetry line, pe
pendicular to the HH axis, at distancesr;1.580 a.u. and
;1.145 a.u., respectively, from the HH axis;~2! The two
otherci ’s are twinci ’s located on both sides of the symm
try line at a distance ofr;1.533 a.u. from the HH axis an
form an angle of 12.2° with the symmetry line. In Figs. 3~a!
and 3~b! we show results as obtained for the asymmetricci
calculated forq50.1 a.u., in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! we present
results as obtained for the sameci calculated for q
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
50.4 a.u., and in Figs. 3~e! and 3~f! results are shown for the
symmetricci ~located on the symmetry, vertical, line! at r
51.145 a.u.

As for the two asymmetrical calculations, the NACTs a
distributed along a line parallel to the HH axis, thus formi
again a quasielliptic Jahn–Tellerci; however, the ellipse is
much narrower than in the previous cases and therefore h
much higher peak@to guarantee that the topological pha
a34(q);p]. The spiky structure of tw34(wuq) causes
g23(wuq) to become a step function.

Whereas the two peaks in Fig. 3~a! are mainly due to the
t

FIG. 3. Results related to the~3,4!
C2v ci as calculated for RHH

52.18 a.u. Subfigures~a! and ~b! are
for a ~3,4! Cs ci with radius q
50.1 a.u. ~the center of the circle is
located at thisci); subfigures~c! and
~d! are for a circle~with the same cen-
ter! with radius q50.4 a.u. and sur-
rounds two~3,4! ci ’s: the sidewaysci
and aC2v ci; subfigures~e! and~f! are
for a circle with the center located a
the ~3,4! C2v ci with radius q
50.1 a.u.~for the rest see the caption
of Fig. 1!.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Results related to the~1,2! and
~3,4! C2v ci ’s as calculated forRHH

52.18 a.u. Subfigures~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and
~d! are for a circle with a center lo-
cated at the midpoint between th
~1,2! ci and the sideway~3,4! Cs ci
with radius q51.05 a.u. The circle
surrounds the~1,2! ci and two ~3,4!
ci ’s: the sidewaysci and a C2v ci.
Subfigures~e!, ~f!, ~g!, and~h! are for
a circle with the same center but with
radius of q51.5 a.u. The circle sur-
rounds the~1,2! ci and all four ~3,4!
ci ’s. In subfigures~a!, ~b!, ~e!, and~f!
are given results related to the~1,2! ci
and in subfigures~c!, ~d!, ~g!, and ~h!
are given results related to the~3,4!
ci ’s ~for the rest: see the caption o
Fig. 1 with obvious changes!.
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one asymmetrical~3,4! ci, the three-peak structure in Fig
3~c! is more complicated: Here, the first peak and the sec
peak are due to the same, previous,ci, but the third, negative
peak forw.3p/2 is due to the symmetricalci ~on theC2v
line!. It is well noticed that the second, negative,ci is re-
sponsible for the fact that the twoci ’s surrounded by the
circle with q50.4 a.u. yield a negligible small topologica
phase, i.e.,a34(q);0, as should be expected.

A different situation is encountered in the case of a c
tour that surrounds the~lower! symmetrical cias presented in
Figs. 3~e! and 3~f!. In contrast to the previous cases, th
tw(wuq) (5tw34(wuq)) is now concentrated along theverti-
cal ~symmetry! line. The reason could be that the existen
of the twoC2v ~3,4! ci ’s located on this line and in a clos
proximity to each other. It is noticed that the spatial distrib
tion is symmetrical with respect to the two sides of the v
tical symmetry line but not with respect to the two ‘‘north
south’’ ends. It is noticed that due to the two negati
sideway~3,4! ci ’s, the values of the NACTs related to th
C2v(3,4)ci are smaller at the northern region~the closer one
to these sidewardci’s! as compared to their values at th
farther, southern region.

D. The „1,2… and the „3,4… conical intersections

1. Two-state treatments

In Fig. 4 we show results due to twoasymmetrical
circles ~namely, circles with their center off the symmet
line! that surround the~1,2! ci and two or four~3,4! ci ’s. In
Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, 4~e!, and 4~f! we show results related to th
~1,2! ci and in Figs. 4~c!, 4~d!, 4~g!, and 4~h! are shown
results related to the~3,4! ci ’s. The circle withq51.05 a.u.
surrounds one~1,2! ci and two~3,4! ci ’s. As a result, we find
for tw12(wuq) one peak located at thew–0 interval ~as
viewed from the center of the circle! and two tw34(wuq)
peaks atw–p interval caused by the two near by~3,4!
ci ’s—one of the peaks is positive and the other is negat
similar to the ones encountered in Fig. 3~c!. The only differ-
ence is that the two previous positive peaks now over
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each other, thus forming one single~positive! peak. The situ-
ation becomes somewhat more complicated when the ra
is increased to become 1.5 a.u.@see Figs. 4~e!–4~h!#. Dou-
bling the circular area not only adds the effects of two ad
tional ~3,4! ci ’s but also enhances the background noise,
that the two previoustw(wuq) curves become more smeare
out @althoughtw34(wuq) shape is less affected#. The ‘‘noise’’
we mentioned—in particular, the one that affec
tw12(wuq)—can eventually be attributed to the existence
more ~1,2! ci ’s located in the vicinity of the HH axis or to
the effect of the two hydrogens. The interesting issue in t
respect is that although the area of the region, surrounde
the circular contour, more than doubled and the structure
the NACTs along the circular contour is affected signi
cantly, we hardly encountered any differences in the qua
of the numerical values for the topological anglesa12 and
a34 or the corresponding cosine values. The valuea12;p is
expected for cases where circles surround one~1,2!ci and the
valuea34;0 is expected for cases where circles surround
even number of~3,4!ci’s—half of them positive and half o
them negative~see, for example, Ref. 7!! as, indeed, is the
situation in our case.

In Fig. 5 we present similar results but calculated f
circular contours with centers located on theC2v symmetry
line. It is noticed that the characteristic shapes shown in F
4 are also seen in Fig. 5 except that here, due to the sym
try, the NACT’s spatial distribution is more symmetric
~with respect to theC2v symmetry line!. The same applies to
the numerical values ofa12(q), a34(q), and the correspond
ing cosine functions.

2. Multistate treatments

Next, we extend the previous two-state treatments
three-state and four-state treatments to show the consist
of the theory. We start with the three-state case.

Since the three-statetw matrix is given in the form
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Results related to the~1,2! and
~3,4! C2v ci ’s as calculated forRHH

52.18 a.u. Subfigures~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and
~d! are for a circle with a center lo-
cated on theC2v ~symmetry! line at
the midpoint between the~1,2! ci and
the ‘‘northern’’ ~3,4! C2v ci with ra-
dius q51.0 a.u. The circle surrounds
the ~1,2! ci and the ‘‘northern’’~3,4!
ci. Subfigures~e!, ~f!, ~g!, and~h! are
for a circle with the same with radius
of q51.5 a.u. The circle surrounds th
~1,2! ci and ~all! four ~3,4! ci ’s. ~for
the rest see the caption of Fig. 4 wit
obvious changes!.
are
tw5S 0 tw12 tw13

2tw12 0 tw23

2tw13 2tw23 0
D , ~12!

it is noticed that the final results, namely the 333 A matrix
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
and the diagonal elements of the topological matrix D,
determined not only bytw12 but also bytw23 andtw13 func-
tions @see Eqs.~6! and ~7!, respectively#, which are ignored
while treating the two-state case. In Fig. 6~a! we present
these twotw functions as a function ofw for q51.0 a.u., and
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FIG. 6. Results related to the~1,2! and
~3,4! C2v ci ’s as calculated forRHH

52.18 a.u. Subfigures~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and
~d! are for a circle with a center lo-
cated at the midpoint located on th
C2v ~symmetry! line between the~1,2!
ci and the ‘‘northern’’ ~3,4! C2v ci
with radiusq51.0 a.u. The circle sur-
rounds the~1,2! ci and the ‘‘northern’’
~3,4! ci. In subfigure~a! are presented
angular NACTstw13(wuq) and angular
NACTs tw23(wuq), and in subfigure
~c! are presented angular NACT
tw14(wuq) and angular NACTs
tw24(wuq). In subfigure ~b! are pre-
sented results due to a three-state c
culation, namely, the threediagonal
elements of the A matrix~i.e., Aj j (w),
j 51,2,3) and are listed the relevan
~diagonal! elements of the D matrix.
Subfigure~d! is similar to ~b! but pre-
sents results due to four-state calcul
tions ~for the rest see the caption o
Fig. 4 with obvious changes!.
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6595J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 13, 1 October 2003 Na1H2 system
it is noticed that their values are not negligibly small
compared to thetw12 values presented in Fig. 5~a! ~for the
sameq value!. Having established the three elements of
333 tw matrix, we are now in a position to calculate th
ADT matrix A, and following that the diagonal elements
the D matrix. In Fig. 6~b! we present the three diagonal el
ments of the A matrix, i.e., Aj j (wuq); j 51,2,3 for q51.0
and list the corresponding diagonal elements of the D ma
Dj j (q)5A j j (w52puq). It is noticed that the three diagona
elements of the D matrix are of;norm 1, and that the firs
two are negative, indicating that the circle surrounds one~or
an odd number of! ~1,2! ci(s) and does not surround an
~2,3! ci. These two facts are seen to be fulfilled in the sc
matic drawing @in particular, it is noticed that the~2,3!
ci—labeled as a diamond—is far from the considered cir
lar contour#.

The four-state study is given in Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!. It is
interesting to mention that this is the first time we presen
numerical study of four electronically coupled states. To o
tain results for this case we extend the 333 tw matrix to a
434 tw matrix @see Eq.~2!#, and this is done by including
also tw14 and tw24 NACTs ~in addition totw34). The w de-
pendence of these two functions is presented in Fig. 6~c! and,
as before, their values are not negligibly small. In Fig. 6~d!
we present the diagonal elements Aj j (wuq); j 51,2,3,4 and
list the relevant diagonal elements Dj j (q)5A j j (w52puq).
It is seen that, like in the 333 case, the norm of the fou
diagonal elements of the D matrix is;1.0. As for the signs
of these matrix elements, we notice that all of them are ne
tive, which according to the theory implies that the circu
contour surrounds one~1,2! ci and one~3,4! ci ~or an odd
number of them! but no ~2,3! ci. The schematic figure in
deed supports this conclusion.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study we present a survey of conical intersectio
for the four lower electronic states of the Na1H2 system.
This survey is eventually interesting on its own merits as
yields information regarding the electronic structure of t
system, but it is expected to be important in order to ca
out, properly, dynamical calculations that will lead to cro
sections and rate constants. We frequently mention tha
order to be able to diabatize an adiabatic system one ha
distinguish between two stages:~1! The stage where the
minimum number of states for which diabatization is feasi
has to be determined;~2! The ~second! stage where the dia
batization is done employing some method. Whereas the
batization itself is carried out by numerous researchers~usu-
ally applying their own approach!, there is hardly any group
that carries out a feasibility study with the aim of finding o
whether the diabatization is meaningful for a given set
states~in particular, two-state diabatization!.

About 20 years ago the possibility to formstrictly diaba-
tic states was ruled out,29 but no suggestions were mad
regarding the possibility of forming nonstrict, namely, ord
nary diabatic states~in fact, a strict diabatic state is not a
numerical entity!. An example for a case where two-sta
diabatization, strictly or nonstrictly, is not feasible is the o
we recently encountered for the H1H2 system.9 We found
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that for the equilateral interatomic distancesRHH;0.52 Å,
the three lower states have a common degeneracy poi
which is aD3h degeneracy; see also Ref. 30!. We showed,
employing line integral calculations@see Eqs.~6! and ~9!#,
that one canneverdiabatize thetwo-statesystem in a region
of configuration space that contains thisD3h ci—immaterial
how small ~or how big! this region is ~see Ref. 9, Fig.
5—both columns—and Fig. 6, second column!. It is noticed
that the correspondinga(q) values, i.e.,a12(q), is far from
being a multiple ofp; however, the 333 D-matrix diagonal
elements are of norm 1. This implies that in contrast to tw
state diabatization, a three-state diabatization is feasible

So far we studied in detail theci positions and the spa
tial distribution of their NACTs for three systems, i.e
C2H,6,7,12H1H2,8,9 and now the present one, Na1H2. Hav-
ing available the line integral technique, we can determine
what extent it is feasible to diabatize a given group of sta
at an assigned region in configuration space. For the
system, i.e., C2H, we proved12 that a two-state diabatizatio
is feasible~although the upper state is coupled, via one
severalci ’s, to its neighbor state!. Contrary to this finding we
showed, numerically, that the two-state diabatization for
H1H2 system may not be possible. And now, following th
present study, we claim that there is a good chance th
two-state diabatization for the Na1H2 system is feasible.

The H1H2 differs significantly from the C2H and the
Na1H2 systems in the way its various NACTs are distri
uted in configuration space. TheD3h NACTs of the H1H2

system@whether the~1,2! ci or the ~2,3! ci] are of the cir-
cular Jahn–Teller type and therefore are more or less ev
distributed in configuration space@with respect to the~1,2!
ci]. The NACTs of the two other systems are of the ellip
Jahn–Teller type28 and therefore are concentrated alo
straight lines, usually lines parallel to the diatom axis a
therefore parallel to each other. This kind of spatial-NAC
distribution may reduce, for instance, the interaction betw
~1,2! NACTs and the~2,3! NACTs and, in certain cases, ma
cause it to be negligibly small. In Ref. 12 we proved, the
retically, while analyzing the~1,2! NACT’s spatial distribu-
tion of the C2H molecule, that in such a situation the two
state system can be diabatized, although a third stat
coupled to this two-state system via aci. However, in the
case of H1H2 the interaction between the above-mention
NACTs is smeared out, evenly, over large regions of confi
ration space, and therefore the~1,2! and the~2,3! NACTs
strongly interact with each other and in this way impede
two-state diabatization process. These difficulties led Ab
and Kuppermann,18,31 in their numerical treatment of this
reaction, to develop a correction procedure which may yi
reliable results.

We claim that the only way to diabatize an adiaba
system rigorously is employing the ADT as described in o
numerous publications~also summarized briefly here, in Se
II !. We are aware that many groups apply other means
diabatization, usually without justifying them
mathematically/theoretically. Whereas discussions regard
this issue may continue for some time, the question
whether a given set of states can, at all, be diabatized ha
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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be answered unequivocally. So far the line integral is
only way to yield such an answer.

Having already studied three triatomic systems,
question is whether we are in a position of making so
general statements or specific predictions regarding the
of ci ’s and/or distribution ofci ’s for a given system. It seem
that we are not yet at this stage but we may say the follo
ing. As mentioned earlier, out of the three systems one
them ~the H1H2) behaves quite differently. It is not onl
that this system has two~1,2! ci ’s whereas the two other
have only one~1,2! ci, but also the spatial distribution of on
of theseci ’s ~the D3h ci) differs significantly from the spa
tial distributions of the~1,2! ci ’s of the other systems. Thus
the statement we are ready to make is that it is likely that
atomic systems of typeX3 have aD3h ci which is acircular
Jahn–Tellerci. The others~including symmetricC2v ci ’s of
theX3 systems! are most likely to be Jahn–Tellerci ’s of the
elliptic type.
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